The Current Digest of the Chinese Press

Unique insight into Chinese press coverage of domestic and international affairs, in English

Each week, The Current Digest of the Chinese Press presents the reader with a digestible collection of Chinese press materials, all in English. Articles cover a wide variety of topics, such as politics, international relations, security, economics, public health, environment, education, culture and more. The Current Digest’s mission is to provide the reader with a comprehensive, broad picture of the news published in China, be it domestic, international or related to other states of the Asia Pacific region. The Current Digest of the Chinese Press offers all readers, regardless of Chinese language ability, a much clearer and more robust view of the current Chinese reality and is a great addition to any English-language resource collection.

New Content!


What do China’s regular folks think and talk about? A new bi-weekly feature in The Current Digest of the Chinese Press, called “Trending News on Chinese Social Media,” looks beyond the official state-controlled news outlets to explore relevant stories largely unnoticed by Western readers. Topics generating millions of views on platforms like WeChat, Weibo, Zhihu, Baidu Tieba (Post Bar) and TikTok in China range from health and safety to food, entertainment, culture and more.

This feature provides a different angle than official media and will be a valuable resource to scholars and researchers who are interested in Chinese social studies, political studies, new media and culture related studies.
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Interested in the full archive of The Current Digest of the Chinese Press?

East View offers the complete digital archive for this title (2011-present) – visit eastview.com/current-digest-chinese-press for more information or to request trial access. Or browse the archive and purchase individual articles or issues with East View On Demand at on-demand.eastview.com/browse/publication/18406/udb/1970.